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The children of Classes III-V participated in the English       

Handwriting Event  which reinforced the importance of 

good  handwriting even in the age of computers.  

English 

Handwriting Event 
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An orientation session to instil good values in children 

was conducted by the educators of Classes III-V.  

Orientation  on  

Virtues of Shishyans 
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The educators of Classes III-V conducted a workshop on      

social skills and etiquette to enable the children to enhance 

their social skills and enrich their lives. 

Workshop  

on 

Social Skills and Etiquette 
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 Project Tiger 

Biodiversity and its role in maintaining the balance in nature 

was the underlying theme for an interactive session on Project 

Tiger for the Shishyans of Classes IV and V. Young Shishyans 

recognized the value of each organism including the tiger in the 

continuance of life on Earth. In collaboration with Wildlife      

Nature Conservancy Indore, the Shishyans participated in the 

stamping activity for a huge frame of a tiger that will be put up 

at Indore airport  on International Tiger Day.        
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The administrative heads and the junior wing heads           

interacted with a few randomly selected parents to exchange 

ideas, take their feedback and to brainstorm over new     

suggestions. Samvaad@Shishukunj is an attempt to facilitate  

meaningful conversations and  to strengthen the bond     

between parents and the school. 

Samvaad @ Shishukunj 
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The children of Sr. KG spoke on the topic Myself. Through 

this event, our little Shishyans learnt how to be at ease while 

speaking in front of people. 

English Elocution Event 

(Topic - Myself) 
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Poster Making Event 

(Class V) 

The students of Class V made posters on the topic Green 

Energy. This activity helped them understand the methods         

different countries adopt to conserve their natural         

resources. 
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   Green Energy  
a collage of the students’ creativity    
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The  students of Classes III and IV made posters on the topic                 

Traditional Games to get acquainted with the different     

traditional games played across the world. 

Poster Making Event 

(Classes III and  IV) 
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Traditional Games 
a collage of the students’ creativity    
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The children of Classes III-V marched on drum beats to the 

Hridaysthal for the assembly presentations by Classes V F,    

V G and V E.  Assembly at Hridaysthal  is conducted once a 

week, wherein age appropriate news follows the morning 

prayer. Besides, lessons of discipline and the  value of time 

are  effectively  integrated. 

Assembly at Hridaysthal 
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On World Yoga Day, the children of Class II recited poems on 

the topic My Body. This activity was integrated with their EVS 

lesson ‘Our Wonderful Body’. The poems were based on eye 

exercises and memory exercises. 

Recitation 

(Topic - My Body) 
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The children of Class I were given some instructions and 

were asked to recall what they heard. After that, they had to  

draw related pictures. This exercise helped them  to sharpen 

their listening skills which is one of the most important skills 

of good communication. 

Listening Skills Event 
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The children of Class II  participated in Diene’s block activity 

in the Math Lab. They learnt  to form three digit numbers 

using Diene’s blocks.   

Math Event 

(Diene’s Block Activity) 
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The children of Classes V A, V B and V C  presented a grand          

assembly on the topic Hobbies.  They sang, enacted, danced 

and shared relevant information. The students watched their 

exuberant performances  with rapt attention. 

Class Assembly 
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The children of Sr. K.G spoke a few lines on the topic My   

Family wherein they expressed their love and affection for 

their family. 

English Elocution Event 

(Topic - My Family) 
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Environmental awareness is the need of the hour and at 

Shishukunj, we ensure that it starts early. Our Shishyans of  

Classes IV and V were taken to the senior wing to see the 

photographs of the endangered birds and animals whose 

conservation status was also mentioned in the framed      

pictures. 

Exhibition of Photographs of 

Endangered Birds and Animals 
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Anika Mehta of Class II C  

stood third in the MP State 

Chess    Championship 

held in Bhopal. 

Sports 

Lakshya Singh Chauhan of 

Class  II F stood  second in 

the  MP State   Chess 

Championship held in   

Bhopal.  

Naisha Jain of  IV B, Aarav Porwal of IV B,  Aarav Maheshwari 

of III F, Divit Agrawal of III C,  Kiyansh Porwal of II B, Aarush 

Koolwal of II H,  Arsh Goyal of II  A , Hitarth Surana of II D 

and Lavanya Bondriya of II D also participated in the State 

Chess Championship held in Bhopal. 


